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Constantly ill and taking sick leave? Blame it on Feng Shui!

Are you constantly in and out of the health clinic or taking sick leave? Does your doctor advise you to rest or take
medications, but can’t find any major health problems? Do you exercise and watch your diet only to find your
health problems persist? If this ever happens to you, be sure to investigate Feng Shui’s assessment of the illness
location of your house.

To understand how Feng Shui effects illness, we will look at two facets of the Flying Star theory. First is the Period
8 Flying Stars (from 2004-2023) and the second is the annual Flying Stars (current year) movements. The 2-Black
illness star (巨門), according to the Flying Star theory, is the minor sickness star that effects your health in small
ways. This 2-Black Star is earth-in-nature according to the Five Elements theory. You need to drain such energies
to better enhance your health.

If your house was built, or you moved into your residence, after February 4, 2004, for the next twenty years the
2-Black illness star is located in the northeast. For you to drain these Earth star energies you should place any
one (but not all) of the following items in the northeast sector of your house to enhance your health:
1.

Traditional Wu-Lou (metal type)

2.

Music box-play it constantly
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3.

Wind chime

Make sure you keep in mind that the official year of the Dog begins February 4, 2006. For the year of the Dog, the
2-Black illness star location is in the southeast sector, and similar to the year 2005 placement. Again, any one of
the following will do:
1.

Music box - play it constantly

2.

Bronze or metal-related item

3.

Wind chime
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